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helmet for my pillow from parris island to the pacific - helmet for my pillow is a grand and epic prose poem robert leckie
s theme is the purely human experience of war in the pacific written in the graceful imagery of a human being who somehow
survived tom hanks, helmet for my pillow from parris island to the pacific by - here is one of the most riveting first
person accounts ever to come out of world war ii robert leckie enlisted in the united states marine corps in january 1942
shortly after the japanese attack on pearl harbor in helmet for my pillow we follow his odyssey from basic training on parris
island, helmet for my pillow wikipedia - helmet for my pillow is the personal narrative written by world war ii united states
marine corps veteran author and military historian robert leckie first published in 1957 the story begins with leckie s enlisting
in the united states marines shortly after the 1941 attack on pearl harbor the hbo mini series the pacific 2010 was adapted in
large part from helmet for my pillow along, amazon com helmet for my pillow from parris island to - the celebrated 2010
hbo miniseries the pacific winner of eight emmy awards was based on two classic books about the war in the pacific helmet
for my pillow and with the old breed audible studios in partnership with playtone the production company co owned by tom
hanks and gary goetzman and creator of the award winning hbo series band of brothers john adams and the pacific as well
as, robert leckie author wikipedia - robert leckie december 18 1920 december 24 2001 was an american author of books
on united states military history fiction autobiographies and children s books as a young man he served in the marine corps
with the 1st marine division during world war ii his service as a machine gunner and a scout in the war greatly influenced his
work, robert leckie the pacific wiki fandom powered by wikia - leckie before the war early life edit leckie was born on
december 18 1920 the day after the attack on pearl harbor leckie enlisted in the united states marine corps
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